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FLETCHER SNEED
His jowels hang
limply from his cheeks like
a pair of yellowed T-shirts.
Briars of gray hair
reach from his nostrils.
In the distance, the hills
rise like those small mounds
he used to plant squash seeds in.
He remembers the smell
of the clouds before each storm;
the seeds washed down the gulleys.
From his lips, those two rubber bands,
the old words return.
Each night, the old shoes
like folded feed sacks.
ROBIN CAMERON
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the restaurant
Write, and write it all until it breaks loose and flows. Write about how you
feel you've been let down. The pen plugs the brain. What did you want to
say/how I feel it's foolish, how I feel a part of a five man team, and I never
liked teams, organizations, etc. How it's not me, but you. I wanted to say
that it would be better not to see each other anymore. Not see someone
you love? Foolish? Pens and tongues are unreliable and inpredictable. They
break down as often as cars. What I wanted to say? I'm going to write down
everything I think. What am I thinking? hawks, television, you, cigarettes,
why, etc. I take a slow sensuous drag from a cigarette, flip the ashes as if
they were just so much ash, and settle down to the ardous, somewhat
sensual, but ultimately unfulfilling .... I start thinking again. As I think, I
write, but that kills the thinking and my brain follows the words. They met
in a restaurant. Later, she would say that the attraction was immediate. In
light of what has happened since, that may be illuminated in a different
light. I play the omniscient omnipotent here, although the pen belongs to
the protagonist (and the tagonist.) Now they're flowing in nonsensical
fashion. Maybe we'll tap an unconscious oilwell, you and I, and become
rich. Where was the story? Was it there? Concentrate on the clean, arduous,
often difficult task of writing. Put the cigarette out, take a drink, push the
typewriter back. How do musicians write? Not the words, and not the
music, but how do they write? Straight from some gutter better left ....
After the restaurant (they worked there, it's not that romantic, he cooked
what she served, ha). Yes, after the restaurant. Why am I doing this? (we
both wonder) I have an urge to go back and read what I've already written,
but I would only tear it up, in which case you the reader, and I, would be
better off, but that would not serve the purpose, which is, of course,
undivulged. I have another impulse, and another. I did go back and read,
and it was, of course, not what I wanted to say, but it was more or less
heartfelt, or headfelt, or possibly felt. Another cigarette bites the dust. I
don't actually treat cigarettes this lightly, or flippantly if that suits you, I
only smoke them. I know they cause things, but that's niether here nor
there. What is here (it went out of business) is (was) the restaurant. The one
where they both worked and both felt, so they say, an immediate, possibly
only physical, worse yet, possibly only mental, attraction to each other. It
was more serious than I present it here, much more serious, and it will stay
with each of them always. But by now I've become an unreliable narrator,
so that's niether here nor there. As narrator, I could not know their true
heart-felt, head-felt, other-felt feelings anyway, so I won't try. But we all
know who narrators really are, don't we. What is there, and here, is the fact
that they had a love affair, and whether you, or I, take it seriously or not,
they did (and do). After the restaurant, the reader becomes incensed. I
watched them, though, and there was love, or a good try. Music helps the
nonsense flow, so I pause to strike up the band. (writers can't pause, what
The
would they do, leave a page blank?) Did you hear the one about the
narrator must pause, though, to try and get some distance between himself
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and these two foolish young people who "fell in love" while working in a
restaurant. Journalistic credibility and artistic integrity demand that a
writer devote himself to the unbending, often perverse, sometimes
humiliating task of writing. What will become of those two? What if I
stopped? Would it stop them? I think not. So many things happened after
the restaurant. I'd like to be able to say that it was wonderful, that their
love blossomed like a blushing teenage girl (no flowers here). However, as it
was, their love blossomed like stinkweed on the side of the freeway. But I
don't mean to mislead you, or maybe I do. I made it through the song that
used to bring tears to the young man's eyes. Actually, it's not a very good
song, and I used to wonder why it affected him, but I guessed. Incidentally,
the young lady in the restaurant was beautiful "beyond the young man's
wildest hopes, dreams, and fears," as they say. I am not a voyeaur, merely
an unreliable narrator. But I waste time. Your precious time. As did they.
They wasted time by falling in love. But what better use of time? The
narrator takes three cards. Straight flush. Pay up. Who hires narrators? More
importantly, who fires them? Things went allright with them for a while,
although this may not be so. The story, or lack of it, begins, actually, two
years later. "Many thoughts, drinks, lovers, later, the story begins to unfold,
stumbling down the page like a drunken poet raving about the sun." But he
did treat her kindly, and actually loved her, which is, after all, amazing and
rare. She tried. The narrator is male. Why is music so important here? What
happened to them, the two in the restaurant? I begin to feel remorse, the
kind that cynicism won't hide. That would be worse than unreliable, that
would be unforgiveable. Goddamn, get on with it. I've been wrong. I don't
claim to be a totally reliable judge of the female (human) nature (and
psyche). I think she really loved him, though. What would get in the way?
Other men? Other lives? Narrators? It becomes funny now, and they both
should strike me dead. I found out how musicians write, but they made me
swear not to tell. Pleased to meet you, hope you guessed my name. Two
years past the restaurant (down the road, as it were). They meet on a (the)
streetcorner, embrace. "Do you love me," he (or she) says. "No," she (or
he) says. "Good," they say, "let's have an affair."

david robinson
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cathy j. henley
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THE DUSK CONFERENCE

The darkening towers splinter
our songs as we lie in the grass,
viewing the taillights which fade
in the distance like matches.
The sun falters and sets, tasting
the dark while the crow, lean
with his crippled beak, leaves
his trail of blackness.
From the mountain, she empties her whiskey
on a mushroom, death dousing death.
The river cannot escape, forever
merging with the blue of its kind.
The moon has balked on its promise
of cycles. She calls me "paternal"
but I do not answer, wrapped in the sable
of dusk, and cursing the night's demands.
-TERRY FUGATE

SIMILAR FATES

The beach is plagued with flesh
as the fear of the totally wrong
vanishes
like water seduced by the sun.
Couples crash into love
like boats lunging into reefs.
Drowning in this sea of salt and skin,
a neighbor weeps for the surface,
his open shirt an illusion of power.
His withered cheeks sunken, he can only
mouth the distant music. He echoes the tale
of the stallion whose legs hang broken
and still as His scavenger's eyes trace the trail of lovers.
Knowing the journey
can no longer be made, he stares down the barrell
as the bullet of the merciful rider
remains in the cartridge.
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-TERRY FUGATE

THE SHORTEST DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO POINTS IS NOT LEAVING

What happens in the deal
is I take you or
you take me. Perhaps
we talk for a very
long while about
equity and inflation;
all imagination
and expectation.
All imagination and
expectation, the image
in the looking glass,
new wax on the old car,
like gasoline it starts
and runs the machine
that takes us where
we go.

Where we go
is never where we've
been, never quite the
desired destination, but
always involves frustration, consternation,
and occassional relaxation. So
some sort of contractual obligation
is needed; and we'll
go on hedging
bets and lying
in wait until
the juices dry up
in our bodies like
old snakes lying,
baking and drying, in
the hot summer sun.
Kenneth Bivin
-KENNETH BIVIN
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NUANCES ON A THEME BY NERUDA
Es en ti la ilusion de cada dia.
Llegas como el rocio a las corolas.
Socavas el horizonte con to ausencia.
Eternamente en fuga como la ola.
In you is the illusion of each day.
You arrive like the dew to the cupped flowers.
You undermine the horizon with your absence.
Eternally in flight, like the wave.

1.
Should ever the aroma of your absence
Resemble the mimosa's effusion with that
Stiller, nocturnal air- fragrant demoiselle,
Grant then, that my olfactory has been beguiled
By something other than our symbiotic truce.
2.
How is it then that the maiden's threshold
becomes the seducer's precipice?
Regard then: the buyer, the liar, the
Demivierge choir all melifluously
Canting, chanting, murmuring
Some immutable prayer.
3.
Bereft by their idolatrous mirrors
Toward having a fecund season,
Solitary, a lover departs, (never
less than both love incessant this
Same being.) Taking with her the
Shell-game of carnality.

4.
Heralding her return from the protean sea
That claimed her, chained her to the reverie of
A maudlin young man are gulls,
ubiquitous, their greedy cries for
Sustenance seem to hasten the
Demise of Day thusly
Darkening the firmament.
Sepals with their sundry, strewn
Aimlessly, decay. They proceed to
Rot as flotsam, fathoms below
Phosphors flash the recognizance
Of an isolated kind.
5.
This shore which has no ambition to
Hold roots, Once maintained a fleeting union
Is this the corsage of flesh what he
Attempts to recall?
None would care to know.
This evening's lunacy lends impetus to
The ebbing surf, towards where earth
Recedes into water, While the waves,
In one escalating surge, find
Their plangent voices.
-DAVID ELLISON
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ellyn bivin
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LAST YEAR'S TIDE
The moon is blue and the tide snares
faster than time; and on the yellow sand
last year's bones dance around the ash of
last year's fire; faster than time the
waves lip and slap the thighs of our past,
and what was a sand castle molts to mushroom,
melds to gritty nipple, to a thumb print,
to the smooth belly of a beached whale—
sands of grain to mark the mast's motion
of a north-bound trawler; and still
the moon is blue and snares the tide.
-SAMUEL WHITAKER

ON THE WINDWARD ISLE
If I plunged my navel chord
into the mouth of God
and he blew through me
that erroneous love,
I would bloat like the
dangerous man
that combs the beaches,
litters the shell shore.
Burnished bushes of cloud that syrup
the small breast of the waves
would smear my mind;
and homing turtles
beach themselves in ecstacy.
A cowbell hanging
between the horns and head
of a limping beast
would clutter with din clinks
the sand's glitter under
the moon's suck and pull.
A cocoanut would bob
and show its hairy head;
the undertow wash my feet
and pull me down deep
into the nests of fishes.

-SAMUEL WHITAKER
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FOUND POEM
As in the matter of drowning; for instance
in that case
he had swum out and tugged
Goodson ashore. In an unconscious state
a troublesome detail would turn up
just as he was beginning
to get well,
persuaded
that it really happened.
-GLORIA BELLE (from Mark Twain)

[The rain falls on rooves and sidewalks]
The rain falls on rooves and sidewalks
Like pin pricks on a paper cup.
The window glow of doll like houses holds
no warmth for me. A lie of order
stalks the streets. There's a crack
in the plaster--Here, where night
looks in. The walls close in on me like a
trash-masher. In seconds I could be a smudge
on the sidewalk, but in a sudden burst of sanity,
Like a scared child in a darkroom
I defy the silence and sing.
-RACHEL LANDR UM
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IMPRESSION
An Indian maiden
wakes early to bathe in the river:
she is dancing for her husband,
singing of her childrenall that I hear is the water.
-GLENN MERRITT

("Preparation. One Two."]

"Preparation. One Two."
"Demi-plie, lift"
"Demi-plie, lift"
"Releve, Releve"
"First Second Third"
Body yields fluidly to verbal commands.
Why not verse--------tugged gracefully from mind by
authoritative urging?
"Head Uplifted. Arms Reach to Second"
(Body poised for movement)
Verse sublimated to body's motion.

-RUSSELL ANNE SWAFFORD
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FOG
The fog today
has stolen
the valley and
the rain falls
through silently
until it is stopped
by the earth.
I think of people
perched on mountains
and people who would
cut the legs off
all the chairs
but their own
hoping to stay above.
The fog is touching
the windows
of my house
and I am afraid
of the closeness
and I long for
the lonely simplicity
of being distant
and seeing for
miles around.
But the fog
won't let up
for days
so I open
the window
and let it
creep in.
I forget about distance
and listen
to the rain.
-DA VID ROBINSON

OCEAN OF ALL
Pounding, roaring glorious ruin,
Upon beaches afar.
Lulling by night and rising by day,
The sands ever giving way;
Moonlight sprinkled upon its glittering face
Shines back towards its maker
And minute dwellers of sand
Flee before the surging breakers.
-DA VID CLARK

THE INCARNATION
The cold, star-jeweled darkness
With its floor of chaste, wind-stirred snow
Is intertwined with the earthy cedar scent
And mixed with my jacket's warmth;
And the glitter of faraway, mysterious lights
Mingles with the flickering candles in my living room
That kindle the holly berries
As the gleaming, familiar Christmas tree presides.
A time of paradox- ChristmasWhen the high, pure star
Became also the fire in the hearth,
So that we could be warmed as well as awed
By this union of the ideal with the mundane material,
And comforted as well as inspired by this
God made man.
-WHIT JONES
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SPLITTING WOOD
When splitting firewood try
to make it as easy as
possible by checking
the wood you wish to
split for small cracks
already developed.
in the grain, and,
following these, split
it along the same lines.
Try to let the weight
of the ax do most of
the work for you by
swinging it in a somewhat
circular motion up your
side and high over your head.
Using leverage gained, put
your strength in the
downward stroke when
gravity is behind it.
Don't strike a large
piece of wood in the
center, where the ax
will bury itself and
the handle get in the
way, but drive the blade
through the outside
perimeter so only part
of the blade strikes the
wood. All you need to do
is open a crack along
the side and it will split
itself (unless the
grain is knotted, and
then you'll need a
hammer and wedge),
Another poem.
-KENNETH BIVIN

[To sleep peacefully you must]
To sleep peacefully you must
either stand still or lie down;
You must be conscious of your body:
its weight,
velocity,
its space in time.
To sleep peacefully you must
lose control of your feet and hands.
Soon, you will grow hesitant to use them
out of fear,
or shame,
or unawareness.
To sleep peacefully you must do
something- anything strenuous; such as
killing someone
or loving them.
-GLORIA BELLE
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terry cox
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the bath
"Baths always make me think of Christmas. It's a special event."
He sits forward, waves rushing to his wrinkling toes. He looks to see the
door. It is open.
"What are the chances for snow?"
"Not too good."
"You like Christmas? I like it. My brother and I, we once invited my
grandmother over for Christmas. It was a big deal. I can still see my brother
stuffing the turkey. We cooked the dinner, you know, and everything. It
wasn't too good but my grandmother pretended she like it. She was good
at making you believe her. I mean that she liked something, something
you'd done for her. She always said thank you. She gave my brother a big
kiss. She was already in a wheelchair."
He slops back and forth in the white tub.
"I'm turning into a prune."
He gets out and starts buffing his wet and waxed body.
"She was like a prune. Probably 'cause she ate them all the time. Anyway
she was already. wrinkly. You know what I mean like old people get. Kinda
like they're already part-way digested.
"I remember my brother used to say that old people digested their food
in their mouths they chewed so long and their breath was so bad. He used
to say that their teeth fell out because they started digesting them. He
hated old people. I wonder why he went to that saddle place that day."
"What?"
"I said, I wonder why my brother hated old people. He did, you know.
That Thanksgiving before it happened. He was over at her house
pantomiming old people, making like he needed a cane. Cousin Belle said
my grandmother was laughing -- I don't know — I was just staring at him. I
couldn't believe he was doing that. Making fun of old people in front of
her. I finally jumped up and grabbed him. And when I looked at her she
was just sitting there in that chair, that smelly old chair, looking at us - no
expression at all. Just looking."
He walks over to the dresser and picks up a piece of paper.
"You know, I was reading this again today. It's my mother's letter to me
talking about my brother and me. She says, 'I can remember how you used
to hide from him after you had broken one of his car models. He did have a
terrible temper. I remember ....' You know, my mother was always telling
us about ourselves. It was her way of making up for not having a dad — (or
promoting it). He died when I was five, or four. My brother was only seven,
or maybe eight. My mother always said we came through it like troopers. I
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never asked her whether she meant troupers or troopers. I guess it doesn't
matter. She always liked me and my brother. And I always liked my
mother. She was always all right by me. So was my grandmother. Liked her
too. I did."
He looks over at the bed. He sees the cover of a magazine and sausage
fingers guarding it. He takes off his ring and climbs in under the covers.
"That letter is four years old and I still read it. It was about this time four
years ago. I can't remember the date. But it was a day like today. My
grandmother dead. Overcast and grey and you couldn't see the sun. Only
that glare in the clouds, like when you have a hangover. He was going to
take my grandmother for a drive. I don't remember him saying anything to
me that morning. He seemed awfully quiet, like he was thinking. He was
going to go in late to his hobby shop. He always went in late when he took
Moo-Moo for a drive."
"You called her `Moo-Moo'?"
"I've forgotten how that got started. Sounds like she's a cow or something.
I think my father started it — or my brother started it. Probably my
brother. It sounds like him. Or it could have been my dad.
"But I was in my office, sipping some coffee when I see him in his new
wagon. I could just see a shape where I thought Moo-Moo was sitting. When
my brother got out he slammed the door and I watched him go in the store.
I was looking at a pigeon and then I saw the car rolling down the street. It
was going backwards. Down the hill. Backwards in the wrong lane. It almost
looked like it was coming up the hill. The driver on the wrong side.
Everything kinda backwards. My brother comes out waving his arms and
another car going down the hill hits him. Moo-Moo went down the hill like
a sled. The gastank exploded when it hit a firerydrant — fire-hydrant. The
water gushing against the belly of the car, spreading fire. My brother's head'
had cracked like a clay pot. We buried him with Moo-Moo."
"How'd it happen?"
He reaches up and turns off the light.
The moon breaks through the clouds and a sifting grey smile of light
smoothes out the edges of the room.
They snore nestled in their strong arms.
He sits up saying loud: "There she is. That's her face."
His lover grasps his arms firm.
"She was staring me in the face ... the fire all red and blue and yellow ...
rolling towards her like a cloud ... and her eyes were all dark and afraid ...
reflecting the fire swirling ... she was reaching ... he was outside burning in
the fire ... there was a big black horse tumbling up the stairs to my office ...
I was staring out the window ... screaming ... I couldn't hear myself ... deaf
... and the horse was there ... and her face, her ugly face ...."
The pock-marked moon stands in the window frame.

samuel Whitaker
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The International
Harvester
The hugh bulk of the red combine stood out against the empty blue sky
and endless fields of golden wheat as starkly as a neon beer sign in a
roadhouse window. The conveyor stem, nearly three stories high, towered
skyward as if it were the bloody finger of a buried corpse pointing to
heaven.
It was mid-afternoon, that time of day when the heat from the sun and
the rising, accumulated heat from the soil made the air twice as steamy.
Waves of heat shimmered from the freshly-killed diesel engine like ripples
on a pond. The exhaust pipe clicked shut with lack of respiration from the
powerful machinery. The click echoed shortly along the aluminum pipe as
if it were the death rattle of some great beast.
The sun reflected evenly off the rows of steel threshing blades casting
stripes of light to shine on Willie Crenshaw's sweat drenched face. He closed
his swollen eyes and watched the venetian blind after-image dissipate into
an even redness. Breathing a curse, he reached down in the cab and jerked
the hand-brake upward to keep her from rolling in her sleep. Then, he
noisily lumbered down from his seat and grabbed the crescent wrench from
the greasy red tool box under the gas cap. Slapping the wrench in a
half-step cadence against his bulging thigh, he marched around to the
"business end" of the machine to reattach the chain belt to the master gear
sprocket.
He knew it would come off. He knew it. Willie's new mechanic just did
not know his job and Willie had told him so. Too many things had been
going wrong ever since the boy has been hired three months ago. First, the
brakes in Willie's best hauling truck failed just twenty minutes after the boy
had been working on it. If Willie hadn't been sober, two and a half tons of
truck and all two-hundred and forty pounds of Willie Crenshaw would be at
the bottom of Marsten Creek. Yesterday, the haybine short circuited and
Willie got every one of the 220 volts right through his glove. The shock
knocked him off his feet, fortunately, or else he'd still be stuck there.
Today, the combine breaks down. Willie was determined to fire the boy the
minute he got back home. And this time, he wasn't going to listen to any of
the arguments the Missus might have about "giving the boy another
chance." He could never understand why she insisted so. Anyway, the boy
and home were 60 acres away right now, so he would just have to wait and
deal with it tonight.
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He pounded his gloved hand against the wrench to make sure the gear was
set extra-tight. He would have to make his own repairs from now on, he
thought to himself, but it would save him trouble inthelongrun. The crickets
and grasshoppers chirped their monotonous rhythm , lending a voice to the
oppressive heat.
All at once, the air was filled with the combined roars of twenty freight
trains. The ground trembled, tossing crickets and grasshoppers along with
small birds out of the field toward safer ground. Willie's heart froze in
paralyzing terror when, in a flash, he realized what was happening. Thick
black smoke erupted from the aluminum pipe above the cab. Then, slowly
at first but with increasing speed, the scintilating steel blades started
revolving- slicing open the humid air to release a cool breeze which buffeted
Willie's drenched body.
Willie's first reaction was a mistake. He protectively flung his arms out in
front of his face, and, just as quickly, a gloved hand was tossed lightly into
the summer sun. Any screams Willie may have made were either covered up
by the roar of the diesel engine or they fell upon unconcerned ears.
Certainly, they were short. For the combine moved swiftly and unhindered
toward the Crenshaw house.

Brian Green
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AWAKE
The jet black digital clock with the constant hum showed the time to be
3:43. What day was it? Tuesday?Wednesday? He couldn't remember. He
reached over to turn on the small television set next to his bed, but was
greeted only by the hiss of static. After reflecting for a few semiconscious
minutes on how much the static sounded like a loud snow, he made what
seemed like an endless effort to turn off the machine. A voice inside him
said , "Just roll over and go back to sleep. That'll work." After pondering
his own suggestion for several minutes, Phil decided that this idea was the
best course.
He was wrong.
As soon as he rolled from his left to his right side, Phil was instantly
wrenched from his half-slumber into , the world of reality. The
fourteen-year-old lay cursing himself for his stupidity for several minutes.
"There's no cause for alarm, Mrs. Keith," the doctor had said. "Your
son's condition is the result of emotional troubles, and the constant tension
is preventing him from relaxing properly. I'm quite sure he will outgrow it."
Phil knew that the doctor was wrong. There were several other
disturbances that were forcing him to spend endless nights bugeyed. His bed
was too hard. Cars were on the street sometimes. The house was settling.
On this particular night Phil's bed felt like a slab of plywood. In one swift
motion of anger, he sent his blankets flying off the bed. He was up for sure
now and decided to try to find something to do. In contrast to the sudden
motion that had caused his blankets to end up in a soft blue heap on the
floor, Phil eased out of bed slowly. First, he let his left foot drop to the
hardwood floor, then swung over his right to join it. There was no lamp by
the bed so Phil was forced to make his way across the room to the switch
on the wall. After stubbing the same toe twice, he reached his destination
and flicked the switch upward.
It was a blue room, a little larger than the average bedroom. It was easy to
see why Phil had stubbed his toe: the floor was covered with papers,
clothing of various kinds, weights, towels, books, and the various
paraphenalia that characterize the room of a fourteen-year-old boy before
his parents have ventured upstairs and ordered him with falsified
expressions of anger, horror, and dismay, to "grade out this disaster." Phil
made his way through the rubble effortlessly, now that he had the aid of
the ceiling lamp.
When he came to the old oak rocker that had been a present from his
great aunt, Phil sat down. He began to send the chair into a gentle swaying
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motion. This activity soon proved to be boring and unfruitful, so Phil
tramped over to the window.Having put up the white vinyl blinds,he gazed
out upon the stars.He saw what he imagined to be the Pleiades which is
what he called almost every constellation when he was in doubt.He
imagined the sky to be a soft,rich yard of black velvet sewn with diamonds.
Far out on the horizon,Phil saw the rubies of the radio towers.It was all
quite beautiful,but soon this too bored him.
Phil suddenly found himself very thirsty.His thoughts drifted to the jug of
orange juice that he knew was awaiting him in the refrigerator
downstairs.Easing down the dark stairway,Phil thought that the steps
seemed to creak much louder at night than during the day.Then he turned
and made his way through the black dining room.Miraculously,Phil reached
the kitchen without a scratch.He avoided the glasses in the squeaky cabinet
so that he would not disturb the remaining sleepers in the house.Having
opened the refrigerator, he withdrew the orange juice and drank straight
from the bottle. When he had drank the jug,Phil placed it on the counter
and made his way back up the stairs.
He sat in the rocker again and dozed for what he imagined to be about
two minutes.When he awoke,Phil decided to check the window again and
try to get what was left of a good night's sleep.However,when he went to
the window,he found that,much to his despair,the sun was rising.This
meant that soon Phil would have to prepare for school.Phil thought the sun
resembled a large bruise on the sky. It was going to be a long day.

STEVE KIER
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casually kicked a clump of wet earth and watched red ants scurry under
pine needles. The ant activity captured his gaze and he became engrossed in
their combined determination. A slight rustle in the tree branches signaled a
change in the wind. The victim immediately looked up to the sky.
Something was wrong. Apprehension crept into every muscle as the eyes
and ears strained toward the trail. The refuge of the forest awaited them.
Entrance into the surrounding woodland did not lessen the tension. The
victim led his family down the winding trail, mindful of every stirring. High
up in an oak tree, a grey squirrel clung upside down and watched the
procession as it neared the decaying elm. Seeing the crouched figure, the
squirrel quickly displayed its agitation by chatterin and tail flicking. The
noise echoed from the tree tops.
The victim stopped in midstride. Sounds of nature had meaning. Turning
slightly the victim saw in a split-second what he had feared and expected
for many years. The nozzle of a Mannlicher-Schoenauer carbine was
pointed at his chest and the killer's eyes gleamed defiance. The victim's
mind was flooded with sensations and plans. Retreat. . . .bolt ahead. . . .
scatter the family and be the decoy. . . .Questions pounded in his brain.
Why now?. . . . How many are there? . . . . What about my wife and child?. .
. . All the questions, plans, and sensations jumbled together in confusion
and he was paralyzed by indecision.
The wife and the daughter also had momentarily stopped in their tracks.
They knew there was imminent danger but could not see it. The obedient
wife waited. Instinct told her not to move. The daughter imitated her
mother's stance. She waited for either parent to say something or do
something. Without moving her head, the child's eyes darted frantically
over the landscape- looking, seeking whatever evil was out there. The only
movement was high up in an oak tree. A squirrel was furiously shaking its
tail while staring down intently at a fallen log. Then, the daughter saw what
the squirrel saw and a horrifying fear invaded her consciousness.
The squirrel continued the warning and watched the killer lean forward to
brace the weapon. The killer's slight movement startled the terrified child
and she bolted ahead- just when the trigger was squeezed. The high velocity
bullet struck her in the left eye and exploded the skull- scattering clumps of
brain, hair, bone, memories and blood onto the stunned faces of the
parents. The father's emotions changed rapidly as he stared at the crumpled
body on the trail. The hurt changed to anger and then became hate.
As the killer stood up to take second aim, the slick moss underfoot caused
him to fall sideways, twisting his foot behind him. While the killer struggled
to regain balance, the enraged father leaped over the rotted elm and
knocked the weapon from the killer's hands. Again their eyes locked in
defiance, but now the victim held no fear. The rules of the game were the
same but the positions of the players had changed. The killer sprawled
motionless on the soggy leaves as the victim stood over him. As the victim
drew back to attack, the killer screamed,"Please, please! No! Have mercy
" The last few words were garbled as the father's hoof crushed the
on
killer's skull.

Lucy McElhaney
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QUEEN OF THE CRAZY EIGHTS
The lady with the cement legs twirled her nose, tweeked it, and blew
a wad into a pink hankie. She secreted the hankie and swung a leg up to
cross the other. It jostled the jellyframe and her nipples punched out
through the cottonprint like the thrusts of an angry bull. Her cards lay on
their bellies, seven of them.
She matched suit and batted her left eye.
The opponent to her left held seven cards before his face. In affectation he
shifted his eyes from left to right and slipped out a card. With a cough he
claimed "clubs."
The opponent to his left leaned back and roved the faces of his cards. He
folded up his cards like a Japanese fan and drew from the deck. Seven cards
he drew then lay down a queen of clubs.
The lady to his left put down a queen of diamonds and snuck a glance to
each of her opponents.
Her opponent to the left sucked a breath and swung down his card: a
seven of diamonds. He sneered and spotted eye-to-eye first one opponent
then the next. He was long and thin and his sneer — like the mouthpiece of
a flute, reed and hollow.
His opponent to the left slapped down a three of diamonds and counted
the cards of the players between the smoke of his glowing cigaret. To the
left, was five; left of left, was five; he was thirteen.
Mary Lyons had her dress pulled up and her leg on a chair and was
adjusting her hose. When he looked over and saw the patch of light in
shadow his heart sunk down into his stomach. And when he looked up, he
saw a glimmer from behind her dangled hair. She slipped her fingers
underneath the hose and gave it one more snap of the wrist, smoothed her
masked leg and dropped her dress. Then she stood, turned, and walked
around to the other side of the table. She flipped her hair back with her
neck and sat down. She glanced up when she plunged her hands into the
wet clay.
He looked for the crazy eights in a twitch, a set smile — some sign of
pleasure in the face of the opponent.
The lady slipped her big leg off with a thump and lay down her last card.
It was the eight of spades.
"Love it," cried the queen of the crazy eights.
"Do you want to play another game?" he asked getting up.
"Sure. But let's change the order this time." Opponent to his right said.
"Let's don't and say we did," said the queen.
A man came up to him and asked for a light. He gave him a light from his
cigarette. Even when the job was done, the stranger stayed stooped over.
When he recognized the sign he turned back to his game of solitaire. When
he saw the stranger walk away and step-out the cigarette he was confirmed
and flattered.
The queen dealt the cards this time. He was dealt two crazy eights and felt
fat with victory-promised, conceited, glorious as the caterpillar on the stool.
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The stars whirled about above in their space and he reached over and
grabbed her hand. She rolled over and pinched the top button of his shirt,
then the next. He put out the cigaret. The queen pulled her rag from out
her purse and blew twice and lay down a jack of diamonds.
To her left -- jack of clubs.
He matched it with a jack of hearts.
He dreamed of her and of a horseshoe-shaped tunnel. She squat at the end
passing out cobwebs from between her knees.
King of hearts. King of spades.
His father had arrived. He could smell his fury coming down the hall.
Then he could hear his arms swinging. His father spoke with the officer, but
it was echoed and lost.
He lay down a spade, the queen. The queen giggled, matched with clubs,
and pinched her nose.
He could feel the pressure that crossed his eyes; it was a wave that
wouldn't break or withdraw. And when he couldn't see anymore, there she
was in white, with the sea behind her, and the gulls quiet, and the sea
snoring.
"Hearts."
He matched and glanced to the queen playing the piano.
"Beethoven?"
"Moonlight Sonata." She placed a heart and played.
The stars were cold and just a glimmer. He walked down the velvet ribbon
and saw stars there too, winking up at him from the tarry space. Cold and
past midnight and no cars.
The five of hearts lay belly-up when he looked again. He lay down a six of
clubs in a liminal response.
Her breasts were milk and sheened in the moonlight. He fell awake at last.
At her touch he melted into the pillow.
"Hearts!"
"Ohaaaahhhh." And he drew from the deck and the queen fell out of
time. The queen of hearts.
He looked into his friend's Bible and saw the picture of Mary naked. He
hit him and wrestled him and yelled.
The queen changed suit. "Crazy eights: diamonds."
Thou.
"Hahaeaeaaa. I win. Love it. Love it."
The priest looked serious when he spoke, and his tongue only lapped his
lips when he drew a breath. "Do you take ...?"
"Another game?" He asked.
"She's playing. Let's get a drink," sang the flute.
He hit her and swallowed - cementdustedthroat. "Lyons the liar."
"How many hands did you win?" Flute.
His father hit him and it stung like a scorpion. He laughed.
"What's so funny?" sung the wind reed.
He laughed; and saw the cards: the eight of diamonds lay on top the table.
A leg of hose was draped across the back of the couch. The hankie was
wadded-up on the end table. And the queen played the first movement
again.
She had had legs like silk and marble perfect.
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Dew drenched summer cobwebs
A leaf suns itself,
suspended by invisible threads.
-- jeanettes cureton

In late afternoonon the rim of the birdbaththe same black butterfly
--jeanettes cureton

Another claw,
clenching my throat,
my heart.
--patti pruitt

The sun is free to throw its light:
Black man's shadow
Across the cotton field.
--cheryl leitner

Strong white flower
in a black potIts roots crack the sides.
--cheryl leitner

A wooded lane.. .
reveries roam the
open fields.
--joseph 1. sznek
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SPIDER DAWN
A beam of light
Crawls through a curtain of lace,
And spins its web on the wall beyond.
lindy pierce

AFTERNOON
A hushed spring rain
Creeps softly into my bedroom
And sticks a finger in my ear.
brian green

PARK
Lion sits motionless
Eyeing the muggers and the joggers.
Self-conscious about pigeons.
--brian green

Grey noonCry me a song
That I won't forget.
cheryl leitner

A babbling brook,
wets footprints sprinkled
in sparkling sand.
--joseph 1. sznek

Car lightsstreaks of lightening
threatening motion.
—patti pruitt
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The Manchu warriors
defend their dynasty
on my mother's shirt.
—janice hatchett

Dew drenched summer cobwebsA leaf suns itself,
Suspended by invisible threads.
--jeanette cureton

FRIENDS
Sharing crayons in second grade,
Now one's sensible shoes
Approach the other's grave.
--lindy pierce

Going home.. .
The artist searching.. .
Painting the spot he missed.
--evelyn marum

In every forest
is found a bit of magic.. .
You who watch, listen.
--joanne edwards

Words twirling around,
leaves in a pool-drown in meanings.
--nancy carroll
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The word "archaeology" usually calls forth cobwebbed images of Egyptian
mummies or Indian arrowheads. However, this is a limited perception of a
growing science which contributes to a broad variety of disciplines.
Although archaeology appears to be only object-oriented, it is really the
study of a three-cornered relationship: people, the things they make, and
the effect of these things on the landscape. This relationship is one of
continuous cinnge in which environmental factors interact with cultural
factors. In many instances the only evidence we have of a previous society
is the material objects used by its people. By careful excavation and close
analysis we can study the development and changes of preceding cultures
through these objects. Study of past societies is necessary to answer
questions concerning the development of man and society as we know them
today. Archaeology bridges the chasm between technology and the
humanities. It uses technological methods to excavate and analyze materials
in order to ask and answer academic questions.
Anyone who is involved in the Sociology or Anthropology departments or
who has taken Anthropology 211 (Introduction to Archaeology) has
already had the chance to become familiar with the Institute of
Archaeology at the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga. The Institute,
headed by Dr. Jeffrey L. Brown, was established in 1976 and is used as
both a teaching and a research facility. The Institute is a museum in the
usual sense that it processes and stores the artifacts discovered in the
excavation of sites. But more importantly it is an educational tool and
resource center. Although archaeology appears to be a narrowly limited
discipline, the Institute has provided services for various campus
departments including Art, Geology, Engineering, Education, Continuing
Education, and Environmental Studies. The Institute also maintains a
constant contact with the local community concerning archaeological and
preservation projects. These projects have included the following:
1.) A study of the Chattanooga Bluff Furnace, built in 1854, which was
the first coke-fueled iron furnace in the South. Further excavation is
planned for this site in 1979.
2.) A study of the Whiteside Turnpike built in the early 1850's on
Lookout Mountain.
3.) Excavation and restorative aid on the project of the Conner Toll House
on Walden's Ridge which was built in 1854.
4.) Excavation of the Old Main building on the U.T.C. campus which was
built in 1886.
5.) Examination of the lower levels of early Market Street as a result of the
recent downtown renovation.
6.) Excavational work for the National Park Service at the Chickamauga
battlefield.
The Institute has a specialized interest in the archaeology of heavy
construction or, to put it simply, how the earth around us was shaped. In
the Chattanooga area with its industry and mines, one is often painfully
aware of the effect of the manipulation of vast amounts of earth.
Therefore, by examination and study of such workings, the archaeologist
can understand the long-term effects of such operations.
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The Institute has been fortunate to recieve vast amounts of archival
material from the Austin-Western Company which produced dump-cars,
road building machinery, and other construction machinery. This company,
which was known at various times as Austin, Western, Western Wheeled
Scraper, and Austin-Warren, operated from the 1860's to the 1950's. It was
responsible for developing most types of construction machinery. This
machinery ranged from man- and horse-powered machinery through the
steam age to the present day internal combustion engine. This donation of
material was made through the Baldwin-Hamilton and Clark Equipment
Companies and includes the following: tracings, photographs, advertising
films, customer records, Baldwin- Locomotive ledger book, trade
catalogues, Earthmover magazine, repair parts catalogue and advertising
leaflets, data on the development of the hydraulic crane, foundry patterns,
saleman's models, toys, miscellaneous photographs, and blueprints. Other
holdings of the Institute include:
1.)Conner Toll House records and family papers which date from 1812 to
the 1970's.
2.) Historic map collection.
3.) Artifacts from sites in the Chattanooga area including Chickamauga
National Park, Old Main on U.T.C. campus, Chattanooga Bluff Furnace,
and Conner Toll House.
4.) Railroad artifacts donated by Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Johnson.
5.) Edge-punch and site file which records data concerning 350 historic
and prehistoric sites in the Chattanooga area.
6.) Slide collection containing approximately 1500 slides of local
archaeological excavations.
7.) Historic photographs.
8.) Library of early industry which include about 100 volumes concerning
early American industry especially coal mining, iron manufacture, and civil
engineering and building.
9.) Limited collection of osteological materials and prehistoric artifacts.
With this impressively growing collection the Institute of Archaeology at
U.T.C. can be viewed as a museum. But this role is secondary to its purpose
for education and service to the college and surronding community.
Artifacts in themselves are of no use unless they aid in answering questions
about the past which in turn gives us pertinent information concerning
man's existence today.
U.T.C. is fortunate to have the Institute of Archaeology, so that the
community and students can continue to recieve the education and services
which it provides. Not only is the Institute able to provide a strong
historical resource center, with its collection and analysis of primary
materials, it also has the capability to enter actively into the recent and
growing uses of archaeology. The science of archaeology is being used today
in conjunction with such disciplines as geology, history, environmental
studies, technical history, and engineering to technically and academically
decipher the past and deal with problems of a more current and practical
nature, such as the long-term effects of industrial waste disposal.
Archaeology crosses the boundary between the technical fields and liberal
arts studies. It combines archaeological field and lab skills, the
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understanding of the development of technology, and a humanistic concern
for the preservation and interpretation of the past, to create a more
complete approach to the problems affecting our lives today.

Russell Anne Swafford

AUTUMN MOSAIC
Red
gold
brown
touch of green
still glimpsing through the maze of colors
Hazy
smoking
white mists
shrouding the multi-colored hills
frosty
feathers
and
crackling
leaves
golden fires
burning
golden leaves
sweet incense
for
the golden harvest
-LYDIA F. KNIGHT
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